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The best just got better!

GPX 5000 
Pro Pack

Ballarat, Australia: 

A 5.5 kg gold nugget was found by an Aussie prospector 
using a Minelab GPX 5000. At nearly 2 feet (0.6m) below 
gravels and clays. The prospector got his first glimpse of 
gold, shining for the first time in the sun. Oh what a sight! 
More gentle cleaning showed more gold, then more gold, 
then more gold, then even more gold!

administrator

For more information, visit
www.GoldRushTradingPost.com



“With the 15X12 Commander on the GPX 5000 you have the capability to locate 
the smallest of shallow gold nuggets to the other extreme, where depth and size 
are also attained.

A fantastic combination and all rounder.”

Melbs - NSW, Australia

“I’m here to share another success story with my GPX 5000 with Coil 15” x 12” 
Elliptical Mono Commander and my PRO-FIND 25... I found a 130 grams nugget, 
when I came across a soil with a lot of garbage...Then changed the configuration 
to high trash, and continued detecting, dig more than 20 ferrous objects came the 
first reward a nugget of 23.7 grams approximately 35 cm deep…”

Diogo Minelab - Estado de Mato Grosso, Brazil

11” Monoloop
Lightweight, great depth and super 
sensitive. 

PRO-FIND 25
The PRO-FIND 25 pinpointer allows you to 
accurately locate buried targets in holes, 
where a metal detector coil doesn’t fit. 

11” Double-D
Super quiet, wide 
ground coverage, 
added versatility 
with the Coil/Rx 
switch and Iron 
Reject.

Coil wear kit

GPX 5000

Armrest wear kit Detecting harness

15x12” Monoloop
Deep, sensitive, stable and 25% greater 
coverage. The perfect patch hunting coil! 

Carry bag

Lower shaft spare
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